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ABSTRACT. Multiparticle azimuthal correlations between protons have been investigated in (d, He)C,
CC, (d,He)Ta and CTa collisions at a momentum of 4.2 GeV/c and “back-to-back” correlations have been
observed. Essentially, correlation function C() for protons from these collisions increases with 
and reaches  maximum at  = 1800 (the angle between the vector sums of the forward and backward
emitted protons). The asymmetry coefficient || decreases and the strength of correlation  increases
with increase of the projectile and target mass numbers. The dependence of the mean of the square
transverse momentum in the reaction plane <PX

2 > on  shows similar behaviour for all observed
interactions.

The data stem from the propane bubble chamber (PBC-500) system utilized at JINR. The quark
gluon string and the ultrarelativistic quantum molecular dynamics models satisfactorily describe the
experimental results. © 2012 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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One of the main goals of relativistic heavy-ion
collisions experiments is to study nuclear matter un-
der extreme conditions of high densities and tem-
peratures [1,2]. The most impressive results of high
energy heavy ion research so far are the collective
phenomena discovered in these reactions. Study of
multiparticle correlations [3-6] offers unique informa-
tion on the space-time evolution of the colliding sys-
tem. Over the last years we have studied experimen-
tal data using the collective variables depending on

the transverse momentum of all secondary particles
in the azimuthal plane, to reveal nontrivial effects in
nucleus-nucleus collisions [7-11].

In this paper we present the results of the analy-
sis of multiparticle correlations in (d, He)C, CC,
(d,He)Ta and CTa collisions (4.2 GeV/c). Azimuthal
correlations between protons and the dependence
of these correlations on the projectile (AP) and tar-
get (AT) nucleus mass numbers have been investi-
gated.
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Experimental data. The data of dC, HeC, CC, dTa,
HeTa and CTa interactions have been obtained us-
ing 2 m Propane Bubble Chamber (PBC-500) of JINR
(3.4 GeV/nucleon). The chamber was placed in a magne-
tic field of 1.5 T. Three Ta plates 140x70x1 mm in size
mounted into the fiducial volume of the chamber at a
distance of 93 mm from each other,  served as a nu-
clear target. Protons with momentum p<150 MeV/c
have not been detected within this chamber (as far as
their track lengths l<2 mm) and protons with p<200
MeV/c are absorbed in Ta target plate (the detector
biases).

The method of separation of dC, HeC and CC
collisions in propane, the processing of the data, iden-
tification of particles and discussion of corrections
is described in detail in [12]. Corrections by azimuthal
angle distributions for protons were added. Because
protons only with momentum p<750 MeV/c were iden-
tified, added identification of + -mesons removal of
their admixture from the positive charged particles
was necessary. The identification was carried out by
statistical methods, it had been assumed that – and
+ mesons have similar distributions [10]. In order to
increase the statistics, (d, He)C and (d, He)Ta colli-
sions were combined for further analysis. In separat-
ing the so-called “participant proton” from fragmen-
tation products, the following criteria were adopted:
p > 3 GeV/c and  < 4° (for C target), p > 3.5 GeV/c
and angle  < 3° (for Ta target) for projectile fragmen-

tation and p < 0.3 GeV/c (for C target), p < 0.25 GeV/c
(for Ta target) for target fragmentation. A sub-sample
of “semicentral” collisions with the number of parti-
cles N  3  was selected for analysis from the whole
ensemble of (d, He)C, CC, (d,He)Ta and CTa inelastic
collisions (see Table 1).

Azimuthal correlations between protons The proce-
dure for study of the correlations between groups of
particles was developed in Refs. [5,6]. The azimuthal
correlation function was defined by the relative open-
ing angle between the transverse momentum vector
sums of particles emitted forward and backward hemi-
spheres in the target fragmentation region (yt0.2).
The data were obtained at 4.9, 60 and 200 GeV
(BEVALAC, CERN/SPS).

We applied this method for our data, but the analy-
sis was carried-out in the central rapidity region in-
stead of the target rapidity range of Refs. [5, 6]. The
analysis was performed event by event, in each event
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, <y>  was determined by two ap-

proaches: average rapidity in each event or in each
colliding pair of nuclei. It was mentioned that the
results coincide within statistical errors. Then the
correlation function C() is constructed as follows
C() = dN/d,  where    is the angle between
these vectors:

Table 1. The number of experimental and generated events (Nevent) and participant protons (Nprot.),
the asymmetry coefficient (x) and the strength of the correlation (V) in (d,He)C, CC, (d,He)Ta and
CTa collisions.

AAPP,,  AATT    NNeevveenntt      

((dd,,HHee))CC        eexxpp..    14318 -0.4170.015 0.411  0.015 

        UrQMDM 59218 -0.418 0.009 0.4100.009 

    CCCC                    eexxpp..    15962 -0.3690.013 0.461  0.014 

QGSM      36 457 -0.3570.010 0.4740.011 

  ((dd,,HHee))TTaa    eexxpp..    2956 -0.309  0.028 0.5280.033 

        UrQMDM 17629 -0.3210.022 0.5140.025 

CCTTaa                    eexxpp..    2469 -0.2340.033 0.5710.043 

      QGSM 42295 -0.2420.010 0.6100.013 
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Essentially, C() measures whether the particles
in the backward and forward hemispheres are prefer-
entially emitted “back-to back” ( = 1800) or “side-
by-side” ( =00).

Figs.1, 2 show the experimental correlation func-
tion C() for protons from (d,He)C, CC, (d,He)Ta
and CTa collisions. One can observe from the Fig-
ures a clear back-to-back  correlation for protons (cor-
relation increases with , reaches  maximum at  =

1800). To quantify these experimental results, the data
were fitted by C() = 1+cos(). Results of the
fitting are listed in Table 1. The strength of the corre-
lation is defined as:

 = C(0°) / C(180°) = (1 + )/(1 - ) (2)

As can be seen from Table 1, the asymmetry coef-
ficient <0 and thus the strength of correlation <1
for protons in these interactions.

We studied the dependence of the asymmetry
coefficient () on mass numbers of projectile (AP)
and target (AT) for protons. The absolute values of 

Fig. 1. Dependence of the correlation function C() on the  for protons from (d,He)C and CC collisions:  – experi-
mental and   – generated (see text) data, respectively. The curves are the results of the approximation of the data
(see text).

Fig. 2. Dependence of the correlation function C() on the  for protons from (d,He)Ta and CTa collisions:  –
experimental and   – generated (see text) data, respectively. The curves are the results of the approximation of the
data (see text).
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for protons decrease linearly with the increase of (AP,
AT), from -0.417±0.014 for (d,He)C up to -0.234±0.028
for CTa (see Table 1, Fig. 3) .

Back-to-back correlation was observed between
protons or pions with the Plastic-Ball detector pro-
tons in p + Au collisions at energy of 4.9, 60 and 200
GeV/nucleon [5, 6, 13].  Because the azimuthal corre-
lation function was defined in the target fragmenta-
tion region, the correlation parameters in the wide
range of energy increases inappreciably.

In CC (2500 event) inelastic interactions at a mo-
mentum of 4.2 GeV/c per nucleon in the 2-meter pro-
pane buble chamber at the JINR [4] were the back-to-
back azimuthal correlations observed between pro-
tons or pions, emitted in the forward and backward
hemispheres in the c.m.s. of the collisions (-0.5 < y <
0.5). The absolute value of the asymmetry coefficient
is = 0.26 ± 0.01 [4]. Since these results were obtained
on the minor statistics of our data CC (15962 events),
we determined = 0.24 ± 0.01 under the same condi-
tions.

Several theoretical models have been proposed
for nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy. We
used the Quark Gluon String Model (QGSM) [14, 15]
and Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics

Model (UrQMDM) [16-18] for comparison with ex-
perimental data. The QGSM is based on the Regge
and string phenomenology of particle production in
inelastic binary hadron collisions. The UrQMD model
is now widely applied for simulations of particle pro-
duction and flow effects in various nucleus-nucleus
interactions [19, 20], although its original design was
directed towards high energies.

We generated CC (2.65 fm) and CTa (6.53 fm) in-
teractions by QGSM and dC (2.79 fm), HeC (2.79 fm),
dTa (5.31 fm)  and HeTa (5.46 fm) interactions by
UrQMDM, as well as 50000 events for dC, HeC, CC,
CTa and 1000 events for dTa, HeTa collisions.

The experimental selection criteria were applied to
the generated events and the protons with deep an-
gles greater than 60~grad were excluded, because in
the experiment the registration efficiency of such ver-
tical tracks is low. From the generated events, events
with two protons were selected for C-target p>150
MeV/c and for Ta-target p > 200 MeV/c  (Table 1).

There is a fairly good agreement between the ex-
perimental and the theoretical distributions (Figs. 13).

As obtained in our previous articles [7, 8, 21,
22], the dependence of the mean transverse mo-
mentum in the reaction plane < PX > on the rapidity

Fig. 3. Dependence of the asymmetry coefficient ( ) on
(AP×AT)1/2 for protons in (d,He)C, CC, (d,He)Ta and
CTa collisions:  – the experimental and   –
generated (see text) data.

Fig. 4. Dependence of  < PX 
2 > on   (as described in the

text) for protons in: * – (d,He)C,  – CC, o –
(d,He)Ta,  – CTa collisions. Solid and dashed curves
are the results of the approximation of the data by 4 th

order polynomal.
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y showed the typical S-shape behaviour in colli-
sions observed for protons and pions. In order to
extend these investigations, we obtained the rela-
tion between <PX

2> and the angle  (opening an-
gle between QB and QF vectors). These distribu-
tions are normalised on the sum weights of all events
(Fig. 4). One can see from this figure that the distri-
butions show similar behaviour for protons for all
pairs of nuclei.

In summary, a study of azimuthal correlations be-
tween protons in (d,He)C, CC, (d,He)Ta and CTa col-
lisions has been carried out.

1. For protons ²back-to-back² correlations were
observed in these interactions. The asymmetry coef-
ficient || decreases and the strength of correlation 
( < 1) increases with increase of the (AP, AT).

2. The dependence of the mean of the square
transverse momentum in the reaction plane < PX 

2 >
on  (the angle between the vector sums of the
forward and backward emitted protons) shows simi-
lar behaviour for all observed interactions.

3. The QGSM and UrQMDM satisfactorily de-
scribe azimuthal correlations of protons for all pairs
of nuclei.
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fizika

wina da ukana naxevarsferoebSi gamosxivebul
protonebs Soris azimuturi korelaciebis
Seswavla 4.2 gev/c nuklonze impulsis dros

l. CxaiZe*, T. jobava*, l. xarxelauri*

* i. javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universitetis maRali energiebis fizikis instituti

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris a. xelaSvilis mier)

gamokvleulia protonebs Soris mravalnawilakovani azimuturi korelaciebi (d, He)-
C, C-C, (d,He)-Ta, C-Ta dajaxebebSi 4.2 gev/c nuklonze impulsis dros da damzerilia e.w.
“back-to-back” korelaciebi. arsebiTad, ganxilul dajaxebebSi protonebisaTvis C()-
korelaciis funqcia izrdeba -kuTxis zrdasTan erTad da aRwevs maqsimums = 1800.
 asimetriis koeficienti mcirdeba, xolo  korelaciis parametri izrdeba damcemi da
samiznis masuri ricxvebis zrdasTan erTad. reaqciis sibrtyeSi ganivi impulsis gegmilis
kvadratis saSualos -kuTxeze damokidebuleba msgavsia yvela ganxiluli birTvuli
wyvilisTvis.
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eqsperimentuli masala  miRebulia JINR-is danadgarze propanis buStovani kameris
(PBC-500) meSveobiT. kvark-gluonuri simuri modeli (QGSM) da ultra relativisturi
kvantur-molekulur dinamikuri modeli (UrQMDM) damakmayofileblad aRwers eqsperi-
mentul Sedegebs.
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